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Abstract
It is still challenging to render directional but non-specular reflections in complex scenes. The SG-based (Spherical Gaussian)
many-light framework provides a scalable solution but still requires a large number of glossy virtual lights to avoid spikes as
well as reduce clamping errors. Directly gathering contributions from these glossy virtual lights to each pixel in a pairwise way
is very inefficient. In this paper, we propose an adaptive algorithm with tighter error bounds to efficiently compute glossy inter-
reflections from glossy virtual lights. This approach is an extension of the Lightcuts that builds hierarchies on both lights and
pixels with new error bounds and new GPU-based traversal methods between light and pixel hierarchies. Results demonstrate
that our method is able to faithfully and efficiently compute glossy interreflections in scenes with highly glossy and spatial vary-
ing reflectance. Compared with the conventional Lightcuts method, our approach generates light cuts with only one fourth to
one fifth light nodes therefore exhibits better scalability. Additionally, after being implemented on GPU, our algorithms achieves
a magnitude of faster performance than the previous method.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Ray tracing;

1. Introduction

Efficiently and accurately rendering glossy scenes is a common
demand. However, the directional, but non-specular reflections of
glossy materials make such task challenging. Many existing tech-
niques are able to generate images with high realism, but require
a long time, especially for scenes with many glossy surfaces. The
Monte Carlo-based path tracing methods [Vea98] simulate the light
transports in a stochastic way and produce unbiased results. How-
ever, the convergence of Monte Carlo path tracing usually comes
at a significant cost. The photon mapping [Jen01] and its exten-
sion [HOJ08] are capable of generating high-quality image, but re-
quire a large number of samples. The instant radiosity [Kel97] and
many follow-up methods based on virtual point lights are efficient
at handling diffuse materials. However, when applied to glossy ma-
terials, these methods produce inaccurate material perception un-
less dense sampling is performed. While there are some methods
to represent the interreflections of glossy material, they have poor
scalability because of poor performance or huge memory consump-
tion.

In this paper, we propose a GPU-based and error-bounded adap-
tive algorithm for efficient rendering glossy interreflections. Our
approach is extended from the Lightcuts methods [WFA∗05a,
WABG06] but introduces two main new features. First, our method
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Figure 1: King’s Treasure. The scene contains about 50k direct
lights, 1600k diffuse lights, 1600k glossy lights, 300k diffuse pixels
and 290k glossy pixels. Our method is able to quickly and accu-
rately computed the illumination in 30 seconds using approximated
error bound Ea proposed in our paper.

is able to handle glossy interreflections with SG virtual lights and
pixels in contrast to only handling omni, oriented and directional
lights and diffuse pixels. Second, we propose new error bounds on
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integrals of a group of pixels and lights instead of evaluating one
single integral for one pixel. In such a way, our method not only
utilizes the coherence of lights but also explores the reflectance and
visibility coherence among pixels. This enables extra efficiency and
scalability, especially for glossy interreflections, the directional re-
flections or reflections that can be estimated by the contributions of
a small portion of pairs of lights and pixels.

Our adaptive algorithm constructs two kinds of global hierarchies
on lights and pixels. In each node, a Spherical Gaussian-based rep-
resentative is positioned to represent the contribution of lights or
pixels in the node. By defining new error bounds on clustered lights
and pixels, we use these representatives in shading computation
to accelerate the actual pairwise integrals of lights and pixels. For
different kinds of light and pixel pairs, we derive different error
bounds, especially the one for computing glossy to glossy inter-
reflections. To better utilize the coherence of reflectance and visi-
bilities across pixels, we further propose two kinds of error bounds,
the conservative and approximate error bounds. Based on these er-
ror bounds, a GPU-based traversal algorithm across light and pixel
hierarchies is developed to efficiently accumulate the illuminations.
Figure 1 shows a result of using our method to render glossy inter-
reflective effects including highly glossy and spatial varying re-
flectance. Our method faithfully captures these effects and com-
pletes the rendering in 30 seconds.

2. Related Works

Many lights methods. Instant radiosity [Kel97] generates a num-
ber of virtual point lights (VPLs) from light sources. It replaces the
computation of indirect diffuse illumination by direct diffuse illu-
mination from these virtual point lights. The same key idea was
then formulated as a many-light problem and inspired a series of
works. Walter et al. [WFA∗05a] propose Lightcuts method that
uses hierarchy on virtual point lights to reduce the cost of gath-
ering contributions from light to pixels from linear to sublinear.
Then it was extended to multidimensional Lightcuts [WABG06]
with bidirectional hierarchy for solving high dimensional render-
ing problems, such as rendering volume scattering, depth of field
or motion blur. However, the error metrics of these methods are
all designed for evaluating the integral of a pixel and unable to
bound multiple integrals of pixels. IlluminationCut [BMB15] ex-
tends the bidirectional hierarchy to accelerate the gathering process
between many pixels and diffuse VPLs. Hašan et al. [HPB07] for-
mulate the many-light problem as a matrix sampling problem and
suggests sampling a small number of rows and columns from the
original, large matrix of light-pixel pairs. Some improvements have
been achieved by using the matrix slicing and sparse matrix sam-
pling method [OP11, HWJ∗15]. Nabata et al. [NIDN16] estimates
the error due to clustering in a way of analyzing stratified sam-
pling with confidence intervals. Stochastic Lightcuts [Yuk19] uses
stochastic sampling to eliminate sampling correlation of Lightcuts.
Liu et al. [LXY19] propose to sample lights based on importance
values estimated using the BRDF’s contributions.

However, these methods can handle diffuse illuminations well but
fail at applying for scenes with interreflections between glossy sur-
faces.

For scenes with glossy materials, Hašan et al. [HKWB09] extend
the VPLs to virtual spherical light (VSLs) but fail to capture some
local glossy interreflections. Multidimensional Lightcuts and Rich-
VPLs propose to use cube map to represent the directional emisson
on glossy surfaces but the high memory consumption make them
inappropriate for a large number of VPLs [WKB12,SHD15]. Davi-
dovič et al. [DKH∗10] introduce an alternative solution that com-
bines global and local virtual lights to compensate for the loss of
clamping and offers better approximation for sharp glossy reflec-
tions. However, it still needs to connect local lights to global lights,
which is not scalable for scenes with many global lights and local
lights. Some point-based models are used to represent the glossy
interreflections. Laurijssen et al. [LWDB10] propose to model the
glossy BRDF at a surface point as a directional distribution, using
a spherical von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution. Spherical Gaus-
sian is a more common model. Xu et al. [XCM∗14] approximate
the accurate glossy interreflections with facet to facet spherical
Gaussian integration, and Tokuyoshi et al. [Tok15a,Tok15b,Tok16]
approximate the total radiant intensity and positional distribution
of VPLs using Spherical Gaussians and Gaussian distribution.
Even anisotropic glossy material can be efficiently represented
by anisotropic spherical Gaussians [XSD∗13]. These methods are
able to efficiently render glossy interreflections with small num-
ber of VPLs but are unsuitable for high-quality many-light ren-
dering because they are limited to only one bounce. Walter et
al. [WKB12] propose a high-quality hybrid algorithm that intro-
duces path tracing-based eye paths to extend [WABG06] in glossy
scenes. However, it relies on many multiple bounce eye paths to
capture glossy effect, therefore cannot explore the glossy virtual
lights to efficiently capture multiple-bounce glossy interreflections,
especially those from light sources.

In this paper, we extend the hierarchical framework proposed by
the Lightcuts [WFA∗05a, WABG06] and propose an approach to
utilize the coherence on pixels and further apply it for glossy inter-
reflections.

Path tracing methods. Path tracing methods have been widely
used for simulating global illumination. The original method is
proposed by Whitted [Whi80]. Later, many methods have been
developed by introducing stochastic merits [CPC84], applying to
rendering equation [Kaj86] and employing Monte Carlo sampling
techniques. The bidirectional path tracing combines the light path
tracing and eye path tracing to combine the advantages of the path
tracing as well as the light tracing [Vea98]. The main problem of
Monte Carlo path tracing is that its variance may be seen as noise
in the rendered images. To eliminate the noises, those path tracing
methods usually cost a long time.

Photon mapping proposed by Jensen et al. [Jen01] traces photons in
the scene and then caches and reuses them for final gathering of eye
path illuminations. However, the photon mapping usually requires
a large number of photons to reduce noise, especially for glossy
interreflections, which results in high memory consumption. The
progressive photon mapping [HOJ08] alleviates such a problem by
multi-pass processing. But the convergence of the method is still
quite slow.

Cache-based methods. Irradiance caching [WRC88] is a popu-
lar technique that progressively caches diffuse irradiance samples
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as an octree, and reuses them during the computation. Radiance
caching [KG05] extends it by recording directional radiance us-
ing spherical harmonics. Bala et al. [BDT99] present a general ap-
proach to exploiting both spatial and temporal coherence of rays
for radiance interpolation. Okan Arikan et al. [AFO05] introduce a
fast approximation to global illumination by decomposing radiance
fields into far- and near-field components, which are computed sep-
arately to improve efficiency. For glossy interreflections, Václav et
al. [GKB09] propose a spatial-directional cache method for glossy
to glossy reflections. However, they still require sequentially in-
serting spatial sample points into a data structure, which has to
be frequently queried and updated during the computation. Thus,
they are hard to be implemented in the current parallel hardware
framework. Wang et al. [WWZ∗09] propose a GPU-based irradi-
ance caching solution. However, it is only able to handle diffuse to
diffuse interreflections.

Cache-based methods have some limitations. First, the error metric
used to determine cache points is usually only on local geometric
variations, which is unreliable for scenes with glossy reflections.
Second, the interpolation scheme may introduce error when the
resolution is not enough. Our method also utilizes the spatial co-
herence among pixels, but we consider the illumination difference
as the error bound to directly computing instead of interpolating the
illumination.

3. Algorithm

According to the rendering equation in area formulation, the out-
going radiance L at a shading point x to the eye is computed by the
following integral:

L(x,ωo) =
∫

S
Ly(−→yx)Mx(ωo,−→yx)V (x,y)G(x,y)dAy, (1)

where S is the set of all surface points, Ly(−→yx) is the incident radi-
ance from a surface point y to x, V (x,y) is the visibility, Mx(ωo,−→yx)
is the BRDF of x and G(x,y) is the geometry term that depends on
the relative geometric relationship between x and y. To simplify the
notation, we will drop the ωo since it’s determinate given a camera
position and a surface point x. In the many-light framework, Equa-
tion 1 can be solved by creating a number of virtual point lights
then gathering their contributions to pixels. To avoid per pixel-light
pair computation, the Lightcuts [WFA∗05a] approximates the con-
tributions of all lights with the contributions of some representative
lights. We follow the idea of light hierarchy, then further extend it
to pixel hierarchy. Let us define the Lq to be the light representative
of a set of point lights, {Lyi

}= D, and Mp to be the representative
of a set of pixels, {Mx j}= C. The illumination from a light cluster
D to pixel x can be approximated by using the representative light,
material, and the geometric and visibility terms between these two
representatives. Formally, the equation is

L(x) = ∑
yi∈D

Lyi
(−→yix)M(x,−→yix)G(x,yi)V (x,yi) (2)

≈ Lp(−→qp)Mp(−→qp)G(p,q)V (p,q) = Lpq. (3)

Such an approximation in shading leads us to construct two kinds
of hierarchies both on lights and pixels. For each node in these
hierarchies, the representative is computed beforehand and used at
run-time to approximate all leaf nodes (lights or pixels) under the
node. The error incurred by such an approximation is

Epq(x) = ‖ Lpq−L(x) ‖ . (4)

The goal of our approach is to find a tight and efficient bound
on the error. Thus, it can guide the traversal in two hierarchies
and reduce the shading cost. According to their types of material,
we categorize pixels into ones with diffuse reflectance and with
glossy reflectance. We use spherical Gaussians (SGs) to represent
non-diffuse BRDFs as they have been proved to be good approx-
imations for empirical BRDF models or captured spatial varying
BRDFs [WRG∗09]. The glossy reflectance, Mx(ω), and glossy
VPL, Ly(ω), are formulated in SG using Nk bases as:

Mx(ω) =
Nk

∑
k=1

µkeλk(ω·uk−1),Ly(ω) =
Nk

∑
k=1

ξkeκk(ω·vk−1), (5)

where ω is a direction defined in the local coordinate of x or y, µ and
ξ are lobe amplitudes, λ and κ are lobe sharpness, u and v are lobe
axes that are also defined in the local coordinates, respectively. In
this way, the glossy hierarchy can be organized in a uniform forma-
tion. In order to handle glossy interreflections, we also extend the
light types proposed in the Lightcuts method [WFA∗05a] (omni,
oriented, and directional lights) with glossy lights for reflections
from specular surface. The glossy reflection from pixels are also
represented by the same formation. Such a formation is natural for
reflections from specular surfaces, as after one bounce, all reflec-
tions are in spherical Gaussians formation.

In order to apply to general material, we use both SG VPLs
and diffuse VPLs in our method. As discussed in previous work
[WRG∗09], the SG mixture can be applied to all-frequency mate-
rial by using a varying lobe sharpness λ ∈ (0,+∞). The supple-
mental document of Wang et.al [WRG∗09] provide detailed error
analysis of a wide range of material including fitting a very small
lobe sharpness to nearly diffuse Blinn-Phong material. For the case
where λ = 0, i.e., purely diffuse material, we simply use the classic
diffuse VPLs [WFA∗05b].

3.1. Representatives of Lights and Pixels

For different types of clustered lights and pixels, we use different
attributes to represent them. In Table 1, we list attributes used in
this paper.

Attributes are divided into two types, the representative values or
functions in shading computation or the maximum and minimum
bounds for error evaluation. For pixels, we use kC, nC, vC to rep-
resent material coefficient, normal and lobe direction and km and
kn, κm and κn, to denote maximum and minimum bounds of mate-
rial coefficients and lobe shininess of the cluster. ∆γn and ∆βv are
orientation angle bounds of the normal cone and the lobe direction
cone of the cluster. These bounds on lobe magnitude and shininess
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Lights Pixels
Omni ID, q
Directional ID, dD ∆θd
Diffuse ID, q, nD, ∆θn kC, km, kn, p, nC, ∆γn

Glossy
ID, q, nD, vD, λD kC, km, kn, p, nC, vC
λm, λn, ∆θn, ∆αv κC, κm, κn, ∆γn, ∆βv

Table 1: Attributes of representative of clustered lights and pixels.

enable us to correctly handle highly glossy and spatially varying
BRDFs. For lights, we use ID to represent the total light intensity
and denote dD, nD and vD to the representative direction for direc-
tional lights, normal for diffuse and glossy lights and lobe direction
for glossy lights, respectively. ∆θd, ∆θn and ∆αn are orientation
angle bounds of cones of these three directions for leaves. Besides
these attributes, we also compute and store the bounding box for
each cluster.

For omni, directional and diffuse lights, the representative intensity,
ID, can be computed by summing all intensity of children. Other
attributes of lights, i.e. averaging directions of orientation or direc-
tional axis, can also be computed by averaging all values of chil-
dren. For diffuse pixels, the representative reflectance coefficient is
computed by averaging all values of children. For glossy lights or
pixels, it is non-trivial to compute the best representative that con-
currently approximates the positional and directional distributions
in 3D space. In this paper, we separate the positional and directional
variations and approximate them individually. The position of the
representative is computed by averaging all children positions. The
approximated lobe of the representative is in a similar way as that
proposed in Banerjee et al. [BDGS05]. The equations to compute
representatives for glossy lights are as follows:

q =
1
N ∑

i
yi,nD =

1
N ∑

i
nyi

,vD =
rp

‖ rp ‖
,

λD =
3 ‖ rp ‖ − ‖ rp ‖3

1− ‖ rp ‖2 , ID =
1

λD
∑

i

Ii

λi
, (6)

where rp =
1
N ∑i vi, The equations for glossy pixels are in a similar

way except kC is computed by averaging all kxi instead of sum-
ming them.

3.2. Error Bounds

Given two clusters of pixels and lights, C and D respectively, we
are looking for the error bound of the illumination error for any
pixels in C while using the light representative Lq and material
representative Mp. According to Equation 4, since the Lpq can be
directly computed from Lq and Mp, the challenge is to find two
bounds, the maximum and minimum of actual illuminations, Lm
and Ln.

Thus, the error ECD(x) between clusters of pixels and lights, C
and D, can be derived from Equation 4 as:

ECD(x) =‖ Lpq−L(x) ‖≤max{Lpq−Ln,Lm−Lpq}. (7)

Note that in the following text, we omit the subscript CD of E since

the derivation of error bound in this section is always between clus-
ters C and D, and use subscript m and n to indicate the maximum
and minimum values.

According to Equation 2, the visibility term V (x,yi) is included in
L(x), thus the conservative error bound is Ec(x) = max{Lpq,Lm}.
This occurs when all yi are invisible, namely Ln = 0, and the q is
invisible for p, namely Lpq = 0. However such a criteria is too con-
servative for many cases, especially for scenes where glossy reflec-
tions is the primary reason of discord rather than visibility. Thus,
besides the Ec, we take an assumption in Hašan et al. [HKWB09]
that visibilities of clustered lights shares the visibility of the rep-
resentative p and propose an approximated error bound, Ea(x) =
max{Lpq−Ln,Lm−Lpq}, where V (x,yi) =V (p,q).

Under our assumptions of lights and material, we need to compute
four kinds of error bounds, when computing the illuminations of
diffuse lights to diffuse pixels, Edd , diffuse lights to glossy pixels,
Eds, glossy lights to diffuse pixels, Esd , and glossy lights to glossy
pixels, Ess. Here, we give the derivation of glossy lights to glossy
pixels, Ess. Other error bounds can be readily derived from it by re-
placing the spherical Gaussian term with diffuse term accordingly.
Please refer to Appendix A for more details.

To derive the error bound, we first derive the positional and direc-
tional relations of clustered lights, D, and pixels, C. For simplicity,
we use spheres centered at p and q, Sp and Sq, to bound these
pixels and lights, respectively. Thus, the minimum and maximum
distances, dn and dm, from D to C can be computed by

dn = dpq− rSp − rSq ,dm = dpq + rSp + rSq . (8)

Among all possible connections of the lights to pixels between the
bounding spheres, Sp and Sq, the ones with most diverse directions
lie on planes that are tangent to both spheres (Figure 2 illustrates a
2D case). The maximum angle, ∆δ, between rays on tangent planes
and the direction −→pq can be computed as:

∆δ = arcsin
rSp + rSq

dpq
, (9)

where rSp and rSq are radii of the bounding spheres.

Given a pixel x in cluster C with normal nx, the maximum and min-
imum angle bounds, γx,m and γx,n, for incident light from cluster
D can be computed by

γx,n = max(0, θC,pq−∆γx−∆δ),

γx,m = min(
π

2
, θC,pq +∆γx +∆δ), (10)

where max and min functions assure such an incident angle is be-
tween 0∼ π

2 , θC,pq is the angle between the representative normal,
nC, and the direction −→pq, ∆γx is the angle between the normal of x
to the representative normal, nC (Figure 2).

By replacing the ∆γx with the normal orientation angle bounds of
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θC,pq 
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γm=min(π/2, θC,pq+Δγx+Δδ )

γm

γn = max(0,  θC,pq -Δγx -Δδ )

np
pq

x

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Illustration of the maximum and minimum angle bounds,
γm and γn, for directions of incident light from cluster D to C. (a)
illustrates the maximum angle variation, ∆δ, of rays connecting
lights and pixels in clusters C and D. In the 2D case, it is deter-
mined by the tangent line and the direction pq. (b) illustrates the
computation of maximum and minimum angle bounds, γm and γn.
The green region is the orientation bounding cone of cluster nor-
mal, np, determined by γn. The yellow region is the maximum angle
variation, ∆δ. Thus, the maximum angle is potentially produced by
two directions drawn in red, i.e. min( π

2 , θC,pq +∆γx +∆δ), and
the minimum angle is produced by directions drawn in blue, i.e.
max(0, θC,pq−∆γx−∆δ)

normal cone, ∆γC, we can get the maximum and minimum angle
bounds for the incident light from cluster D to cluster C. We denote
them γm and γn. Similarly, we can obtain the angle bounds for nor-
mal in cluster D, θm and θn, the angle bounds for lobe direction
vC, αm and αn, and the angle bounds for lobe direction vD, βm
and βn.

Given these variables, maximum and minimum bounds of the ac-

Multi-level Active Nodes Cache

(a) (b) (c) (d)

… … … …

Cache-L0

Cache-L1

Cache-L30

Cache-L31

Figure 3: An illustration of the GPU traversal process. An multi-
level active node cache is maintained. (a) The initial nodes on the
top levels of the tree hierarchies are inserted into the cache. (b)
nmax active nodes are processed by the GPU at once. (c) Similar
strategy of (b) is applied to lower level of the cache. If the visited
nodes are leaves or the errors are smaller than the threshold, they
are directly finished (marked by green). Otherwise, their children
nodes are inserted into the lower level for further traversal. (d)
While the lower level cache is emptied, another batch of nodes in
the higher level is popped out for visiting until all nodes are visited.

tual illuminations from glossy lights to glossy pixels, Lss
m and Lss

n
can be computed as

Lss
m = ICkmeλm(cos βm−1)eκm(cos αm−1) cosγm cosθm

d2n
,

Lss
n = ICkneλn(cos βn−1)eκn(cos αn−1) cosγn cosθn

d2m
. (11)

More detail derivations of Equation 11 and the formations of other
value bounds, Ldd , Lds and Lsd are given in Appendix A. Taking
Equation 11 into Equation 7, we can get the error bounds of clus-
tered glossy lights to glossy pixels.

4. Light And Pixel Hierarchies

In this section, we introduce how to construct light and pixel hier-
archies and how to conduct the traversal on the light and pixel hi-
erarchies to accumulate the illuminations of light-pixel node pairs.

4.1. Construction of Hierarchies

The leaf nodes of the hierarchies store at least one element (light or
pixel). Intermediate nodes are composed of two children nodes and
store representative lights or pixels.

To create the hierarchy, we take a top-down clustering scheme that
first cluster the entire elements (i.e. lights or pixels) into two clus-
ters and place a root for these two clusters. Then, such a hierarchy is
subsequently subdivided into subclusters until one cluster only con-
tains less than a preset maximum number of elements or reaches a
minimal error threshold.

The error metric used in the clustering algorithm should reliably
predict the spatial and directional changes of VPLs or the re-
flectance of pixels and provide tight partitions. In this paper, we
define the clustering error metric as:

e(yi,y j) = ‖ yi−y j ‖+w1|1−ni ·n j| (12)

+ w2(|µi−µ je
λ j(vi·v j−1)|+ |µ j−µie

λi(vi·v j−1)|),

where w1 and w2 are weighting factors that determine the rel-
ative importance of the differences of positions, normals, and
glossy lobes. Since the glossy lobes are distributed in the 3D
space, it is hard to compute the accurate difference of two lobes
as

∫
H |µieλi(vi·v−1)− µ jeλ j(v j·v−1)|dv. However, we observe that

these two lobes have the maximum value at their own lobe direc-
tions. So we use the value difference at these two directions, the
lobe directions of yi and y j, to approximate the error of two lobes.
That is the latter part in Equation 12. Once the clusters have been
subdivided, we proceed with the calculation of the representative
of children and store them at the node.

4.2. Traversal on Hierarchies

Once the light and pixel hierarchies are built, the next step is to
employ them in shading. In this section, we describe how to use
these error bounds to conduct hierarchical traversals.
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(a) Result using Ea (b) 16x Error image(Ea) (c) Result using Ec (d) 16x Error image(Ec) (e) Reference

Figure 4: A cornel box scene with glossy objects and spatial varying BRDF texture.

(a) With constant glossy shininess (b) With different BRDFs in strips (c) With SVBRDF texture, “card” (d) With SVBRDF texture, “satin”

Figure 5: Tableau scene

4.2.1. Error Bounds Thresholds

To better determine the thresholds of error bounds, based on our
rendering pipeline, we take a greedy error bounds detection pro-
cess. In our method, illuminations from several hierarchies, i.e., the
hierarchies of diffuse lights and diffuse pixels, the hierarchies of
diffuse lights and glossy pixels, the hierarchies of glossy lights and
diffuse pixels, and the hierarchies of glossy lights and glossy pix-
els, are computed sequentially. After one light hierarchy has been
traversed, we use the ratio of 1% of already computed illumination
of pixels as one of the error bound threshold, Ex,a. Because this
error bound is defined in leaves, we can merge all the leaves’ error
bounds of node p as the node’s error bound, Ep,a = min{Ex,a} for
all pixels x belongs to node p. While shading pixels with next light
hierarchy, i.e., from the shading of diffuse lights to diffuse pixels
to the shading of diffuse lights to glossy pixels, the relative error
ratio, Ep,r, is combined with this error threshold stored at pixel to
determine the error bound threshold, E = max{Ep,a,Ep,r}. Such
a greedy mechanic is useful to avoid overestimating errors in dark
regions. For example, the glossy to glossy illumination can be rela-
tively small compared to the diffuse to diffuse illumination. In that
case, Ex,a would help to stop the traversal between glossy lights
and glossy pixels.

4.2.2. Bi-nodes Traversal on Hierarchies

For both the light and pixel hierarchies, we take a top-down traver-
sal scheme. For each of light node and pixel node, according to
the type of these nodes, we compute the illumination from repre-
sentatives (Equation 3) and the maximum and minimum bounds
(Equation 11)). If its error bound is less than the error threshold, it
indicates that there is no need to traverse further. Thus, we add this
pair of light and pixel nodes in the output list for further visibil-
ity tests. If the error bound of this node is larger than a threshold,

it suggests further traversals on the two hierarchies. To determine
which hierarchy needs to be first traversed, we fetch two children of
each node and compute the error bounds of the light children nodes
with the parent pixel node and the counterparts of the pixel children
nodes with the light parent node. The parent node generates larger
error is selected as the next node to be refined and traversed. These
children with parent node of the other hierarchy are made into pairs
for future processes. Once the error bounds of all node pairs are less
than the threshold, or both of the hierarchy has been traversed all
down to the leaves, the bi-node traversal stops.

We conduct such a traversal algorithm in a parallel way and imple-
ment it on CUDA. In order to fully utilize parallel streaming pro-
cessors, the traversal algorithm is organized into batches. We start
with a lower level of nodes in both hierarchies (e.g., the fourth level
in the implementation). Initial pairs of nodes are put into an active
list. In each batch, nodes pairs in the active list are processed in
parallel. To avoid the active list growing too fast, each time, we
only process nmax (10K in our implementation) latest generated
pairs in the list to traverse hierarchies in a depth-first fashion. Once
the number of pairs in the output list reaches a maximum number,
we suspend the traversal processing and resume it after taking the
visibility tests on the pairs in the output list. Because we want to
parallel and accurately estimate the illumination of image for er-
ror threshold evaluation, we unfold the first six levels of light trees
as an initial active list to estimate the initial illuminations of pix-
els. This GPU-based traversal is based on a multi-level active node
cache. Figure 3 shows an illustration of it with step-wise decompo-
sition.
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Scenes Tris.
Lights Pixels

Avg. Rays/Pixel Times (s)
#direct #diffuse #glossy #diffuse #glossy

Box (Fig. 4) 135k 5k 2970k 2800k 479k 466k 2481(Ec),1059(Ea) 46(Ec), 25(Ea)
Tableau (Fig. 5d) 222k 3 520k 530k 397k 397k 1091(Ea) 34(Ea)
Treasure (Fig. 1) 918k 50k 1600k 1600k 300k 290k 2857(Ec), 1175(Ea) 53(Ec), 29(Ea)
Kitchen (Fig. 7) 184k 10k 2600k 2900k 480k 480k 3309(Ec), 1342(Ea) 76(Ec), 37(Ea)

Table 2: Statistics of the test scenes. We list the number of triangles, the number of direct light sources, indirect lights and the number of
diffuse and glossy pixels of scenes. We also give the average number of lights in the light nodes that are used for shading. The number
indicates the efficiency of light hierarchies, the higher number, the more lights are approximated by the node representative. We also give
the average number of pixels in the pixel nodes that are used in shading. The number indicates the efficiency of pixel hierarchies, the higher
number, the more pixels are avoided per pixel shading computation and visibility tests. We divide the time into two part. The first part is spent
on building hierarchies and the second one is used in shading computation.

(a) Result using the conservative error bound Ec (b) Result using approximate error bound Ea (c) Reference

(d) Directional & diffuse lights to dif-
fuse pixels

(e) Directional &diffuse lights to
glossy pixels

(f) Glossy lights to diffuse pixels (g) Glossy lights to glossy pixels

(h) #L-nodes/pixel, Ec (i) 1x Error of Ec (j) 16x Error of Ec (k) #L-nodes/pixel, Ea (l) 1x Error of Ea (m) 16x Error of Ea

Figure 6: King’s treasure. (d), (e), (f) and (g) shows the decompositions of illuminations of different light and pixel combinations, which are
rendered with Ea. The pseudo color figures illustrate the number of Lightcut nodes in each pixel.

5. Results

In this section, we present our results computed on an Intel Xeon
E620 2.40GHz workstation with a nVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN
graphics card. The entire algorithm is implemented on the GPU
using CUDA.

5.1. Ablation Study

We test our algorithm on different scenes to verify our method. The
spatial varying BRDF textures in these scenes are obtained from the
websites of the authors of [WRG∗09, LBAD∗06]. The directional
lights and indirect lights are generated beforehand. To capture these
spatial varying reflections, we densely generate indirect lights on
the surface with these spatial varying BRDF textures. At rendering,
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(a) Result using conservative error bound Ec (b) Result using approximate error bound Ea (c) Reference

(d) #L-nodes/pixel, Ec (e) 1x Error of Ec (f) 16x Error of Ec (g) #L-nodes/pixel, Ea (h) 1x Error of Ea (i) 16x Error of Ea

Figure 7: Kitchen. Comparison between conservative and approximate errors. The pseudo color figures illustrate the number of cut nodes
per pixel. The error maps illustrate the scaled difference between various methods and the reference.

we load all the lights with the scene. The statistics of our test scenes
are reported in Table 2. Unless mentioned otherwise, all images
reported are rendered at 800×600 image resolution. The reference
image is generated by a brute force computation of all light and
pixel pairs.

The first scene (Figure 4) contains a cornel box with spheres,
dragon and a screen with spatial varying BRDFs. To light up the
scene, we use one point light above these objects. The number of
indirect lights and pixels are in Table 2. The lobe shininesses of
spheres are 10, 40 and 80, of dragon is 80, of the floor is 200. The
glossy interreflections of objects are visually significant. Though
after one reflection, it is still able to recognize the shape of yellow
flower patterns on the floor. Compared to the reference image, the
error generated by our method is very small.

The Tableau scene (Figure 5) has three models with shininess vary-
ing from 40 to 80. The number of indirect lights and pixels and
performance are reported in Table 2. We set the plane with four
different materials, from constant glossy shininess, striped spatial
varying BRDFs to two different spatial varying BRDF textures. All
results are generated using the approximate error bound, Ea. Please
note the glossy interreflections difference on the monkey and drag-
ons.

The King’s treasure scene (Figure 6) is composed of many glossy
objects, the crown, the sword, the grail, dishes, gold coins, rings,
etc. The shininesses of these objects vary from 20 to 200. The scene
is lit by a captured HDR Kitchen environment map. Total 50k sam-
ples are generated by the method [ARBWJ03] to approximate the
directional lights and one point light is added for better illumina-
tion. The number of indirect lights and pixels and performance are
reported in Table 2. The total times to generate images using the
conservative error bound of Lightcuts, our approximate error bound

are 53 second and 29 second. From difference images between the
reference image and our results, there are no visible differences. We
visualize four types of interreflections in Figure 6(h)∼(k). It can be
observed that each of them plays an important contribution to the
final image.

The Kitchen scene (Figure 7) also consists of many objects with
glossy materials. The shininesses of objects vary from 20 to 200.
The scene is lit by a directional light (through the window) and
twenty point lights. We also compare different approaches, Ec of
Lightcuts and our method with Ea. Comparing with these results
with reference, there are no visible differences.

5.2. Comparisons

We conduct an equal-time comparison between the proposed
method (Ours) and other state-of-the-art methods, the Rich-
VPLs [SHD15] and the IlluminationCut [BMB15]. All methods
are adapted to GPU. Technically, the IlluminationCut has a bidirec-
tional acceleration structure between pixels and VPLs but does not
support glossy VPLs. Rich-VPLs discretizes incident radiance di-
rections and stores directionally varying glossy lighting into cube-
maps. Due to the large memory consumption of storing high reso-
lution cubemaps, it cannot support a scene with a large number of
glossy VPLs. Moreover, due the discretization of directions, it can-
not handle high frequency but only low frequency glossy VPLs.
Therefore, neither of them can produce equal-quality images as
ours.

In the Kitchen 2 test scene (Figure 8), we apply different methods
to render the same scene in 60 seconds and illustrate errors com-
pared with the reference. Ours uses 2500k diffuse VPLs and 3000k
glossy VPLs. The same VPLs numbers are used for testing Illu-
minationCut. The IlluminationCut does not natively support glossy
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VPLs but we adapt it to the scene in two different ways. Figure 8
(a) uses diffuse VPLs to represent glossy VPLs for keeping energy.
However, the lacking of glossy-to-glossy interreflections makes the
result pale compared with the reference. Figure 8 (b) uses glossy
VPLs for shading but clusters them with the technique of Illumina-
tionCut by treating gloss VPL as diffuse VPL. It can preserve most
specular features but have splotches here and there due to the clus-
tering quality. Rich-VPLs uses cubemaps to discretize incident di-
rections of glossy VPLs. Therefore, it has a memory consumption,
e.g., 12 KB per VPL, and high overhead, whereas our SG-based
glossy VPL requires only 52 bytes. The GPU implementation can
only support 30k glossy VPLs for Rich-VPLs. The small number
of glossy VPLs leads to spiky artifacts (Figure 8 (c) and (i)). The
Rich-VPLs paper also discusses an extension by using von Mises-
Fisher (vMF) to save memory and support larger number of VPLs.
We also implement and test this extension (Figure 8 (d) and (j)).
However, the vMF extension still requires 240 bytes per VPL and
cannot accurately calculate error bounds after the approximation.
Using 1500k glossy VPLs, the glossy interreflections are blurred
and have high errors. In equal-time, ours has the best visual results
and significantly lower errors compared with others (Figure 8 (e)
and (k)). Results show that our method is suitable for scenes with
a large number of VPLs. In addition, our bidirectional acceleration
hierarchies and error bounds for SG-based VPLs significantly ac-
celerate the gathering process while guaranteeing the quality.

5.3. Discussion

Error. Two error bounds are employed in our experiments, the con-
servative error bound, ec, and the approximated error bound ea. The
conservative bound limits the maximum error per node to guaran-
tee the smooth transitions of illumination with different cuts on hi-
erarchies. As pointed out by Walter et al. [WFA∗05a], such a per
cluster error bound may sum up to large and visible errors. But in
practice, it is unlikely to happen. The approximated error bound
always assume leaves share the same visibility with the represen-
tative of the node. It may underestimate the errors of nodes with
partial or complex occlusions. In our experiment, we found the er-
ror brought by such an assumption is relatively small and will not
produce obvious artifacts. Using approximate error bound provides
a tighter error estimation. From the Table 2, Figure 6(d) and (f) and
Figure 7(d) and (f), it can be observed that the light nodes when us-
ing approximate error bound is less than that using the conservative
one, which results in less rendering time.

Scalability. Compared to the naive approach to generate the ref-
erence image and the Lightcuts method, our approach has better
scalability. Theoretically, given N lights and M pixels, the traver-
sal operations of our method are O(logM logN) vs. O(M logN)
of Lightcuts method. Although Multidemensional Lightcuts also
builds trees on gather points, it still relates to O(N) pixels. To
demonstrate this, we varied the number of point lights and pixels
in the kitchen scene. Figure 9 illustrates times vs. number of pixels
for the naive solution, Lightcuts, IlluminationCut, Rich-VPLs and
our method. It demonstrates the scalability of our method.

6. Conclusion

In summary, this paper presents an adaptive algorithm to render
glossy interreflections. Our method can take advantage of the co-
herence among pairs of lights and pixels, thus computing the glossy
reflections effectively. We have shown that the glossy and spatial
varying BRDFs can be handled well. Compared to previous meth-
ods, our algorithm is able to control the accuracy and efficiency of
rendering complex scenes with glossy materials.

There are several directions to be explored in the future. For ex-
ample, the conservative error bounds proposed in this paper may
be too conservative in many cases. However, the approximate er-
ror bound relying assumption on the visibility may fail in some
cases. Exploring better conservative error bounds is a good future
direction. Furthermore, a better approximation of glossy lobes will
reduce the error bounds evaluated in shading, hence results in fast
rendering speed. It will be another interesting problem worth pur-
suing. Another limitation of our method is that the method only
support point-based virtual lights and thus cannot include VSL or
other volume-based lights. We regard it as one future work.

Appendix A

In the appendix, we give detailed derivation of Equation 11 and
formation of other actual illumination bounds, Ldd , Lds and Lsd .

According to Equation 3, the illumination from light y to x is

L(x) = ∑
yi∈C

Lyi
(−→yix)M(x,−→yix)G(x,yi)V (x,yi) (13)

Under the assumption to derive the approximate error bound that
the visibilities of clustered lights shares the visibility of the rep-
resentative p, the V (x,yi) is 1. For each other term, Lyi

(−→yix),
M(x,−→yix) and G(x,yi), we have

Lyi
(−→yix) = Iyi

eλyi
(cos(αyi

)−1)
,M(x,−→yix) = kxeκxi

(cos(βxi
)−1)

G(x,yi) =
cosγnx,xyi

cosθny,xyi

d2xyi

Lyi
eλn(cos(αn)−1) ≤ Lyi

(−→yix)≤ Lyi
eλm(cos(αm)−1)

kneκn(cos(βn)−1) ≤M(x,−→yix)≤ kmeκm(cos(βm)−1)

cosγn cosθn
d2m

≤ G(x,yi)≤
cosγm cosθm

d2n

Taking these inequalities into Equation 13 and having IC = ∑yi
Iyi

,
we have the error bounds of Lss

m and Lss
n in Equation 11. By replac-

ing the spherical Gaussian lobe into diffuse term, we have other
formations of actual illumination bounds,

Ldd
m = ICkm

cosγm cosθm
d2n

Ldd
n = ICkn

cosγn cosθn
d2m

Lds
m = ICkmeκm(cos αm−1) cosγm cosθm

d2n
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(a) IlluminationCut w/o g. (b) IlluminationCut w/ g. (c) Rich-VPLs w/o vMF (d) Rich-VPLs w/ vMF (e) Ours (f) Reference

(g) Error of (a) (h) 4x Error of (b) (i) 4x Error of (c) (j) 4x Error of (d) (k) 4x Error of (e)

Figure 8: Kitchen 2. Equal-time (60 seconds) comparison of IlluminationCut, Rich-VPLs and Ours. The acronym g. means glossy VPLs.
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Figure 9: Pixels scalability of the performance. We compare the
scalability of the naive approach, Lightcuts, Rich-VPLs, Illumina-
tionCut and our method. The error maps illustrate the scaled dif-
ference between various methods and the reference.

Lds
n = ICkneκn(cos αn−1) cosγn cosθn

d2m

Lsd
m = ICkmeλm(cos βm−1) cosγm cosθm

d2n

Lsd
n = ICkneλn(cos βn−1) cosγn cosθn

d2m
(14)

Taking these error bounds of actual illumination into Equation 7,
we have the error bounds for light and pixel clusters.
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